It Goes Forward
Letter #3 2009
It feels like things are really moving forward now. Finally, I want to
gladly express. I recently talked with a friend who works in one of the
Safe Houses that Extraterrestrials have on Earth. She has started working
there, again, after years of being gone. The Safe Houses have been
standing empty since I think it was July 2006, if I don’t remember it
wrong, of course. She is welcomed, but we are not really openly invited
yet. First they sent down and back the Extraterrestrials to Earth and the
Safe Houses. Then they invited the Earthy service personnel to come
back. And that is happening right now on Earth. The personnel have
expressed that they have a lot to do. My contact has started to work full
time; something that has never been done before. The personnel take on
their daily duties and many new forms of work. When they are fully
installed, it is our turn. “We” means the contact and link persons will then
have a possibility to enter. As soon as we are inside, we can renew our
duties and also start planning. All of us hope that that means that we have
full access to landing times and much more. Because it is then that we
could start traveling out. Well, yeah, that is how it has been planned.
After this enormous challenge to put back all the Extraterrestrials, I
hardly think that they can back out again. So now, it has to happen! Our
Spiritual Evolution’s understandings and the New Earth – here we
come!!!
All the planning has this time been done very carefully. My contact in the
houses has said she has never seen anything like this before. She has
worked for the Extraterrestrials in a total of 32 years. It is also another
kind of a feeling in the houses nowadays. It seems to be that the
Extraterrestrials are hooking up together mentally all over the Earth. They
are connecting with a grid of mental force for strengthening and helping
Mother Earth in Her process.
Everything of that is done, so it will be smoother when everything starts
and everyone is going out and so on. And we will be many who are going
out. There are many who are going out for Level 5 classes and Net 10 and
so on. Oh, my gosh! By my source in the houses, it will be very many
people that have to go out. In all, it will be 6 million the world over.
Myself, I didn’t think this was possible. So I started counting backwards
around myself only.

How many classes of Universal White Time Healing Level 4 students
have I trained? How many teachers of Level 4 have I trained? How many
Level 4 teachers do I know in the world? How many NET 9 participants
have I had? How many classes could those participants have by
themselves? How many could they have educated themselves, like
friends? And how many of those friends have taught people in the next
step, and so on?
Very fast, I came up to thousands of people in the world, only around me,
as one person. And how many more Level 4 teachers and contact persons
and link persons are there really in the world, except those that I know
myself? And every one of those people will probably think the same
thing when they heard the big amount of people who will be going out. 6
Million! Wow!
My contact in the house also said she read through the material about
Earth and when she did, she was feeling like Mother Earth didn’t want us
to leave Her before in Extraterrestrials travel and with our
consciousnesses or with more active forms of Soul travel. Maybe,
therefore, it has been kind of slow and difficult for some of us to have a
crystal memory of the night’s travels, etc. She said that for every day that
goes, Earth is strengthened and, by that, it could be clearly seen that we
don’t need to put as much energy in to the human particle physicality as it
was said and planned before.
I then screamed aloud. The last thing she said was with joy and she was,
of course, wondering about my reaction. I said to her, “You don’t mean
that they will wait with the travel until everything is normal again? I want
to get out Now!”
She then told me that I was wrong. It doesn’t mean if we need to work on
a particle level or not for the continuation and I was relieved to hear this
because I am longing to get out right now.
Some of you have probably felt that there is something strange with the
ground energies, though. It is, therefore, that the Extraterrestrials are
working with a grid of energy for Mother Earth’s well-being.
If you want to, you can connect together with them and the grid. If you
want to do that, you do it like this:
Think that you see Mother Earth on a distance in Space come closer like
NASA’s beautiful space pictures of the Sun illuminating part of Earth.

Think that you create a Golden Grid or Net, where perfect squares are
still showing the Earth’s surface below. The Grid, or Net, has yarn or
lines that are wide and vibrating. The Gold color is pulsating like it is
alive.
Now, slowly let the Grid or Net down towards the surface until you get a
contact on the right wave length for the Extraterrestrials. It is almost like
you will hear or experience them. The Net will never touch the ground.
Now create in every Cross-point, very delicate vertical lines that reach
the surface of the Earth. Try to see it touch the topography with
mountains and valleys. Try to see it adapt to the topography of the
mountains and valleys. And think the same about underneath the water
surface.
Now, look again from the outside, in Space. And look at your shimmering
network of energies. Then turn your eyes toward the Galaxy’s middle and
Light. Think that you are borrowing beams of Light from there. This will
then be created in the upper part of the Cross-points in the network
where the lines meet. Now the network of energies will turn White in the
color.
Try to stick with this kind of a feeling and thought, as long as you can.
Every step of this Meditation will help you and everything that is here on
Earth.
Good luck with that! And I will soon return with more information.
Hugs,
Channie
This is the last official letter before we have to start taking up a little fee
for our work. You, who already know about this and have paid, will get a
regular Information Letter until the New Earth and on the New Earth
within your “computers” and communication devices there.
If you want to be within this group and have Information Letters sent to
you, it is important that you make this one-time payment to Channie. The
fee is 500 Swedish Krowns. (This is about the equivalent of $65 US.)
PLEASE DON’T FORGET TO GIVE YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS
WHEN SENDING THE MONEY.

There should be a blank where it says “Additional Instructions” or
“Messages” or something. You can even write it in by the name if you
have to. If you don’t do that, please then write a little letter as
reminder with your email address to Channie’s address. This is
important and the only way that she can send the Information Letter
to you. It is important to note that in the days that will be coming,
this list will provide Channie with your name and a quick way to
contact you, when she needs to. It is important, therefore, to be on
this list, if you feel it is important to be on Channie’s email list for the
future to come.
How to Wire the money to Channie.
Beneficiary Name: CHANNIE WEST
Beneficiary Account: IBAN # SE11 9500 0099 604201609619
Beneficiary Address:
CHANNIE WEST
OLUNDA 3
18691 VALLENTUNA, SWEDEN
Beneficiary Bank Name: NORDEA BANK AB
Beneficiary Bank Address:
PO BOX 10571 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
SWIFT CODE OF BANK: NDEASESS
Additional Instructions: PUT IN YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS
AMOUNT: 500 SWEDISH KRONOR
THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT:
MAKE SURE THAT YOU PAY FOR
YOURSELF, AND IN SWEDISH KRONOR.

THE

TRANSFER

Each of us is only one person and we must pay for the transfer ourselves.
Otherwise, it would be a big burden to ask Channie to have to pay at her
end. Thank you for your understanding.

